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Rockingham
Raceway

1/24th Scale PRODUCTION CHAMPIONSHIP
The following cars will be eligible for the Championship
Any car built to current BSCRA 1/24th Production Saloon rules and fitted
with a Falcon motor and an approved Saloon body.
For full details see the BSCRA website - www.bscra.org.uk
Race control may also permit cars built to the following rules to race.
BSCRA 1/24 Production Saloon Cars – see the BSCRA website for full
details.
Any car built to the ABSlotsport Pro Falcon 1/24th Sports rules, but fitted
with an approved Saloon body.
For full details see the ABSlotsport website - www.abslotsport.biz
Summary of the basic Rockingham 1/24th Production rules
1. Chassis
a. Any chassis from the BSCRA 1/24th Production approved lists
which include the following:
Parma Flexi, Champion Turbo Flex, and JK X24, X25 and X21.
(See the BSCRA website for the full list).
2. Motor
a. Only the following motors are permitted:
JK Falcon, TSR (D3) Falcon.
3. Body
a. Any 1/24th Saloon body from the BSCRA Approved Body List–
provided that it does not exceed the maximum body height when
fitted to a 1/24 Production car.
b. Bodies must be fully painted, detailed and numbered in
accordance with BSCRA guidelines.
c. Bodies must cover the entire chassis, including the guide, the
motor and the wheels, tyres and gears when viewed from directly
above.
d. An interior, including a driver, must be fitted and no part of the
chassis or running gear may be visible through the windscreen or
windows.
4. Dimensions
a. Maximum Height of the body must not exceed 35mm.
Note; Bodies may not be modified in any way to achieve this.
b. Overall Width of the entire car must not exceed 83mm.
c. Rear Wheels and Tyres.
Maximum width - 21mm.
Minimum diameter – none.

